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Professor Scolyer joins history books  
 
World-leading melanoma 
researcher, Professor Richard 
Scolyer, has won this year’s 
prestigious RPA Foundation 
Research Medal and $50,000 
prize. 
 
Professor Scolyer jumped at the 
chance to join the leading 
pathology department in the 
country when he started at RPA 
in 1998 as a registrar.  
 
Now a senior staff specialist in 
Tissue Pathology and Diagnostic 
Oncology, and arguably one of the world’s leading pathologists, Professor Scolyer was 
greatly honoured to receive the hospital’s highest accolade. 
 
“It is always humbling to receive an award like this. The truth is I would only be able to do 
the things I do because of those who have gone before me and those in the team around 
me, both at RPA and around the world.” 
 
Melanoma is the third most common cancer in men and women with 16,000 new cases 
each year and 1600 deaths.  
 
Professor Scolyer’s research aims to achieve zero deaths from melanoma and the funding 
from the RPA Medal will go toward research being conducted to discover why some 
patients don’t respond to advanced stage therapies and why some relapse.  
 
“Melanoma is the most common cancer in young adults. Our research asks why people get 
melanoma, what makes one type worse than another and what can control it.”  
 
Professor Scolyer is highly respected nationally and internationally for assessing difficult 
skin lesions and his research achievements include establishing and maintaining the 
world’s largest melanoma biospecimen bank and making significant discoveries about the 
nature of melanoma mutations and resistance to drug treatments.  
 
He has presented on more than 200 conferences around the world. In fact, his list of 
achievements is so extensive, that last month he was ranked the world’s leading melanoma 
pathologist and the world’s 11th leading melanoma expert in any field or discipline. 
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